5E Newton’s Law of Motion Lesson Plan

Teacher: Erika Lozada and Jessica Beltran
Topic: Newton’s Law of Motion
grade level: 4th-7th grade
Time: Two 45-minute class periods
Materials:
- Toy cars
- Dolls
- Paper
- Pencil
- Computers
- Slingshot for cars
- Tape
Extension Materials:
- Apple
- More cars
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS):
MS-PS2-2. Plan an investigation to provide evidence that the change in an object’s motion depends on the sum
of the forces on the object and the mass of the object. [Clarification Statement: Emphasis is on balanced (Newton’s
First Law) and unbalanced forces in a system, qualitative comparisons of forces, mass and changes in motion
(Newton’s Second Law), frame of reference, and specification of units.] [Assessment Boundary: Assessment is limited
to forces and changes in motion in one-dimension in an inertial reference frame and to change in one variable at a time.
Assessment does not include the use of trigonometry.]

Common Core State Standards (CCSS):
CCSS.ELA-LITERACY.RI.4.3

Explain events, procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical text, including what
happened and why, based on specific information in the text.
CCSS.ELA-Literacy.RST.6-8.3

Follow precisely a multistep procedure when carrying out experiments, taking measurements, or performing
technical tasks.
Science and Engineering Practices (SEP):
SEP 1- Asking Questions and Defining problems
SEP 3- Planning and Carrying out Investigations
Crosscutting Concepts (CCC):
CCC2- Cause and effect: Mechanism and Exploration
CCC4- Systems and System Modes
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Integration with Math Practices (MP):
MP4- Model with Mathematics
MP5- Use appropriate tools
7.EE.B.4 Use variables to represent quantities in a real-world or mathematical problem, and construct simple
equations and inequalities to solve problems by reasoning about the quantities. (MS-PS2-1),(MS-PS2-2)
Lesson objective(s):
● Students will be able to:
○ investigate and describe Newton’s Second Law of Motion and the relationship between force,
mass, and acceleration.
○ determine the meaning of vocabulary words and phrases relevant to Newton's Second Law of
Motion.
○ will be able to recognize Newton’s Laws in everyday life such as in cars.
Misconceptions about Newton’s Laws:
● To keep an object in motion a force must be continuously applied.
● If an object is at rest, no forces are acting on the object.
Differentiation strategies to meet diverse learner needs:
EL Students:
Emergent language learners will receive a translated glossary with images that they will put in a folder to
create their own dictionary. They will also receive differentiated worksheets that allow them to develop their
language skills in English.
Gifted Students:
Students will be asked to answer higher order thinking questions for the exit slip.
Students with LD:
Students with disabilities will be given a glossary of all the vocabulary needed for the lesson and will receive
a concept map of Newton’s laws of motion. They will also have a sheet with step by step instructions and
pictures to model steps.
ENGAGEMENT:
● The teacher will give a demonstration in which a doll will be placed in a car without a seat belt. The
teacher will then push the car meanwhile a wooden block will cause the car to stop. The doll will
launch forward while the car remains at rest due to Newton’s first law. The teacher will repeat the
process; however the doll will be strapped into the car with a seatbelt. The seatbelt will keep the doll
from launching forward. Students will be asked why the doll stayed in place the second demonstration
and not the first time. This will provide background knowledge on newton’s first law and segway into
his second law of motion.
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● Students will review vocabulary pertaining to Newton’s first law.
● The teacher will introduce Newton’s second law using a short video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EeT2yew0oDA.
● Students will add more terminology to their science journal based on Newton’s second law of motion
including acceleration, force, and mass.
● Students will play Kahoot game for an assessment. https://create.kahoot.it/share/newtons-secondlaw/867d7477-5b96-4e59-8ca8-a6a030f02073
EXPLORATION:
● Students will be asked to explore Newton’s second law of motion in pairs by using toy cars of varying
masses and racing them against each other. Students will test the toy cars at stations set up by the
teacher in which there will be a string and students will be expected to pull back on the slingshot the
same distance every time they test a car; this will regulate the amount of force they are putting on the
cars.

● The students will hypothesize why some cars went faster than others.
● After the students do their experiment they will watch a short NASA STEM video confirming their
results. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPZ2bjW53c8
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● Students will explore Newton’s second law of motion with their partner using the website:
http://cs.neiu.edu/~newton/ .

● Students will use the simulation, explore the website, and then individually complete the quiz.

EXPLANATION
● Students will describe Newton’s second law of motion by completing an exit slip.
Key Vocabulary:
Scientific law
Motion
Force
Inertia
Sir Isaac Newton
Friction
Net force
Newton’s 1st Law of Motion
Newton’s 2nd Law of Motion
Newton’s 3rd Law of Motion
Balanced forces
Unbalanced Forces
Newtons
Acceleration
EXTENSION (inquiry approach)
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● Students will explore different ways to make toy cars of different masses go at the same speed.
● The class will go outside to play a game of tug of war to explore the concept of unbalanced forces.
EVALUATION
● Students will be evaluated on comprehension based on their Kahoot responses and explanations on
their exit slips.
● Students will complete a quiz on the simulation website for participation and comprehension purposes.
Resources
Adapted from
https://www.cpalms.org/Public/PreviewResourceLesson/Preview/29794
https://www.teachengineering.org/curricularunits/view/ucd_newton_unit
http://users.clas.ufl.edu/ufhatch/pages/05-SecondaryTeaching/NSF-PLANS/2-2_NEWTON.htm
http://science-class.net/archive/science-class/Physics/force_motion.htm
https://www.bing.com/videos/search?q=bill+nye+second+law+of+motion&src=IETopResult&conversationid=&ru=%2fsearch%3fq%3dbill%2bnye%2bsecond%2blaw%2bof%2bmotion%26s
rc%3dIETopResult%26FORM%3dIETR02%26conversationid%3d&view=detail&mmscn=vwrc&mid=99DB0B8A55
DD6E88744E99DB0B8A55DD6E88744E&FORM=WRVORC
https://www.nextgenscience.org/topic-arrangement/msforces-and-interactions
http://www.amasci.com/miscon/opphys.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sPZ2bjW53c8
Watch
Issues & physical science. (2007). Ronkonkoma, NY: Lab-Aids.
https://science.howstuffworks.com/innovation/scientific-experiments/newton-law-of-motion1.htm
http://cs.neiu.edu/~newton/

A. Computational Thinking Rubric
\ Quality
Criteria \

No/Limited
Proficiency (1 pt.)

Some Proficiency
(2 pts.)

Proficiency
(3 pts.)

High Proficiency
(4 pts.)
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Decomposition of a
problem into
smaller, more
manageable parts

Not able to break down
the problem

Recognizes some parts
of the problem but
unable to identify key
contributing
components

Identifies the key
components that
contribute to the
problem

Identifies the key
components that
contribute to the
problem and describes
their significance

Ability to
manipulate
variables/paramete
rs for desired
result

Unable to differentiate
between different
variables/parameters or
determine their effect
upon the model

Understands
significance of
variables/parameters,
but cannot properly
change them to cause
variations in the model

Has good grasp of
significance of
variables/parameters; is
able to manipulate
models accordingly
after initial instruction

Has excellent
grasp of
variables/parameters; is
able to change models
correctly with little
guidance

Analyze and
interpret program
output or data

Unable to describe
program output or data

Describes program
output or data, but
incorrectly interprets
the meaning

Correctly interprets the
meaning of the program
output or data

Correctly interprets the
meaning of the program
output or data and
draws conclusions
within context of the
program’s limitations

Use algorithmic
thinking to modify
or construct
computer code

Cannot develop steps to
modify or construct
computer code

Begins to develop steps
to modify or construct
computer code, but
some steps are missing
or not in a logical order

Series of steps to
modify or construct
computer code is
complete and in logical
order

Series of steps to
modify or construct
computer code is
complete, in logical
order, and efficient

Generalize to
another problem or
discipline

Cannot conceive of how
the program could be
transferred to address
another problem

Relates program’s
problem-solving
process to another
context, but with flawed
logic

Logically describes a
broader application of
the program’s problemsolving process to
address another
problem

Logically describes
broader applications of
the program’s problem
solving process to
address problems in
multiple disciplines

B. Science learning rubric (you will create the science content rubric in the class)
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CONCEPT MAP:
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Exit Slip:
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Anchor Chart:
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